Transform your operations with
a fully intelligent IoT platform.
Thinaer's fully intelligent IoT solution integrates machine data and employee feedback into a single platform.
Using machine learning, AI, and advanced analytics, we transform that data to provide actionable insight—
resulting in process optimization, improved efficiency, and long-lasting digital transformation.
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Advanced Analytics & Consulting
We support every technology implementation with a user
adoption strategy, analytics, and change management.

Advanced Analytics & Predictive Modeling
Our approach to strategic analytics reporting is far more than exporting a simple Excel file; we go
deep into connecting data and feedback exchanged through our platform to your performance on
key metrics and areas of focus. Our analytics team performs detailed trend analysis using highly
advanced statistical modeling and proprietary algorithms. Analytics insights are expressed using
highly customized visualizations, which are combined with recommended courses of action. Our
strategic analytics services are delivered by Thinaer’s PhD senior consultants, who are experts in
the areas of process improvement, digital transformation, and change management. The debrief
sessions facilitated by our team are delivered in an executive training-style format, so that your
associates not only learn key insights, but are equipped with practical tools and frameworks that
they can implement immediately.

Business Process Redesign
We put together field research teams to assess, evaluate, and diagnose issues with business
processes, systems, and organizational alignment. Moreover, as an implementation partner,
Thinaer will offer tactical support, assisting with the execution, adoption and sustainment of new
business processes and ways of working.

Technology-Enabled, Data-Driven Change Management
Thinaer’s change model helps you adopt a listen-first, adaptive approach to digital transformation
and technology implementation—leading to lasting, high-impact change that employees embrace.
Our change model uses our SaaS feedback tool to capture employee sentiment, knowledge, and
input. Our change management process adapts to multiple frameworks, so we are flexible and
positioned to work within a variety of environments.

Thinaer offers the only “emotionally intelligent” IoT solution by integrating machine data and real-time human insight into
a single platform. With advanced analytics and consulting services, we support technology implementation, adoption, and
integration at scale. Our solution tells you what’s happening and what to do about it—helping Fortune 500 firms improve
efficiency, workflows, and operational performance.

Questions? Let’s talk. info@thinaer.io
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